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Abstract

In film gender studies, the concept of “male gaze” refers
to the way the characters are portrayed on-screen as ob-
jects of desire rather than subjects. In this article, we intro-
duce a novel video-interpretation task, to detect character
objectification in films. The purpose is to reveal and quan-
tify the usage of complex temporal patterns operated in cin-
ema to produce the cognitive perception of objectification.
We introduce the ObyGaze12 dataset, made of 1914 movie
clips densely annotated by experts for objectification con-
cepts identified in film studies and psychology. We evaluate
recent vision models, show the feasibility of the task and
where the challenges remain with concept bottleneck mod-
els. Our new dataset and code are made available to the
community.

1. Introduction
In film gender studies, the concept of “male gaze” [41]
refers to the way the characters – especially women – are
portrayed on-screen as objects of desire rather than subjects.
Consider in Figure 1 how objectification is manifested in
various ways such as camera placement and movement, the
gaze interactions between characters, the choice of cloth-
ing, and arrangement of scene elements. Such disparities in
how people are presented, depicted or addressed to in digital
contents based on their gender has large-scale social impli-
cations such as the perpetuation of harmful stereotypes and
hostile social situations.

These disparities have been the subject of an increasing
number of studies at the intersection of social and compu-
tational sciences. In online social networks, computational
approaches to sexism detection have been increasingly in-
vestigated for textual data as a part of hate speech detection.

Figure 1. In modern film media, the unequal characterization of
gender on screen frequently evokes concepts of objectification,
such as (A) unequal gaze (Pulp Fiction, 1994), (B) Nudity and
submissive postures (Pulp Fiction, 1994), (C) animalisation or in-
fantilisation (Marley and Me, 2008), and (D) transparent cloth-
ing, camera framing, domestic gender roles, and voyeurism (Gone
Girl, 2014).

As explained by Samory et al. [47], sexism is a complex
sociological construct, whose high-level interpretive nature
and subtle dimensions beyond offensive speech make for
an unsolved challenge. In visual media such as films and
TV series, the characters they depict shape our collective
imagination and perception of sociological constructs, such
as gender, race, and class. Currently, most large-scale ap-
proaches to understanding gender representation in these
media have focused on quantifying the presence of women
in the image and audio content (e.g., [35, 39, 51]). However,
works in social sciences show that quantifying the presence
of gender on screen is insufficient for grasping the issue of
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gender inequalities in visual media. For films, the classic
Bechdel test, although useful and simple, considers neither
the visual modality, which is key to analyzing gender depic-
tion [41], nor the textual constructs of speech and dialogue
[49]. While a few works have investigated sexist memes
[16, 19], sexist advertisement [18], and characterized the
on-screen positioning and co-occurrence of certain groups
with respect to scene types and objects (e.g., Wang et al. for
still images [54], Jang et al. [26] for films), computational
approaches to interpretive sexism in visual media remain
very scarce.

In this article, we introduce a new challenging task
for computer vision: detecting character objectification
in films. Owing to the importance of this question, we
consider it is critical to support the design of explainable
methods and fine-grained model error analysis, which we
address by densely annotating video data for theory-driven
concepts. This presents a major step to tackle the question
of subtle sexism in videos, operationalizing the popularly
known concept of male gaze with the construct of objectifi-
cation, and specifically considering the temporal dimension
where such video patterns unfold. The end goal is to enable
large-scale quantification and characterization of complex
patterns producing on-screen objectification, and unveil
possible correlations along the lines of the gender or race
constructs.

Our contributions are:
• We introduce a novel video-interpretation task to detect
character objectification in films. This is an interpretive
task, hence extending beyond the more classical yet still
challenging video-understanding tasks, and involving a
subjective judgement. In a team involving media studies
experts, and building on results in cinematography and
psychology, we design a thesaurus of visual objectifica-
tion, defining coarse-grained concepts with exemplified
instances. This thesaurus is then used to formulate precise
annotation guidelines. We introduce the ObyGaze12

dataset to the community, with 1914 clips from 12 films
densely annotated by experts for concepts of objectification,
including hard negative examples. It corresponds to 25%
of the MovieGraphs dataset. We verify the consistency
of the obtained data, and provide first analyses showing
the compositional nature of objectification. The dataset is
meant to explore the complex temporal patterns producing
character objectification in films. To the best of our
knowledge, it is the first work proposing a computational
approach to this interpretive task in videos.
• We verify that the new task of objectification detection
in videos is accessible by testing recent vision and vision-
language models, and that hard negative examples improve
classification. We also investigate the model weaknesses
in representing each objectification concept. To do so, a

thorough analysis is carried out with Concept Bottleneck
Models (CBMs) which allows us to identify the individual
concepts that pose the greatest challenge, namely: Type of
Shot, Look, Posture, and Appearance.

To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the few video
datasets with dense concept-based annotations for a high-
level construct, and the first for objectification. The dataset
and code used in this article is entirely provided in https:
//github.com/husky-helen/ObyGaze12.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we first
provide a review of the relevant works on visual biases in
films, dataset creation, and models for video understand-
ing. We then introduce dataset creation for ObyGaze12 and
present first analyses in Sec. 3. Sec. 4 presents the eval-
uation of models on the new task, and the analysis of the
difficulty of concept representation with CBMs. Finally,
we provide discussions on ethical aspects and challenges
in Sec. 5, and conclusions in Sec. 6.

2. Related works
In this section, we position our contributions with respect
to the relevant existing work. First, we introduce biases in
visual datasets and computational approaches to the analy-
sis of visual gender representation in films. We then discuss
interpretive-level tasks, increasingly common in natural lan-
guage processing, and the approaches to dataset creation to
instantiate them for ML approaches. Here we highlight the
scarcity of visual datasets made for high-level interpretive
tasks, in particular for video data. Finally, we introduce the
video understanding approaches that we consider to bench-
mark on our new interpretive task, specifically focusing on
explainable concept-based approaches to locate the chal-
lenges ahead in video interpretation for this new task.

2.1. Visual biases in film datasets
The task we introduce is connected to the general problem
of bias detection. As exposed by Fabbrizzi et al. [15], bi-
ases in visual datasets can be classified into selection bias
(how subjects are included in a dataset), framing bias (how
the visual content has been artificially composed) and label
bias (errors or disparities in the labelling data). Our contri-
bution is closely related to the framing and labelling biases.
In film datasets, the first studies of biases in gender repre-
sentation were from a presence quantification perspective.
Guha et al. [21] and Somandepalli et al. [51] automatically
estimate the screen time (from video) and speaking time
(from audio) of male and female characters in Hollywood
movies. They show that women are seen (36% screen time)
and heard (41% screen time) significantly less than male
characters. Mazieres et al. [39] consider a movie dataset
spanning three decades, and show a temporal trend towards
general fairer representation between both binary genders.
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They however show simultaneously that the applied fram-
ings remain unfair, with only 40% of one-face frames fea-
turing a female (60% for males). Jang et al. specifically
analyze the qualitative framing differences in gender por-
trayal in a dataset of 20 Hollywood movies and 20 Korean
movies [26]. They find that female characters are portrayed
with lower emotional diversity, spatial occupancy, temporal
occupancy, intellectual image or mean age.

In contrast in this article, we take a first step towards de-
tecting bias in gender representation from a high-level con-
struct, objectification, qualitatively described in various dis-
ciplines such as cinematography [9, 41], social psychology
[1, 32], and neuroscience [5–7]. Objectification is produced
by complex temporal patterns never analyzed computation-
ally in videos until now.

2.2. Interpretive-level tasks and dataset creation

At the same time that biases in visual datasets are uncov-
ered and analyzed, other approaches aim to detect bias in
human data. Detecting highly interpretive constructs, such
as hate speech, propaganda, sexism, and racism, has been
a long-standing endeavor in NLP. Da San Martino et al.
[12] recruited to 4 experts to annotate news articles with
text spans associated to 18 possible propaganda techniques.
Samory et al. uncover the challenge of construct complex-
ity for sexism detection [47]. They observe that multiple
articles for automating this task consider widely different
definitions of sexism, often referring to sub-dimensions of
the broader construct. They consider existing works in so-
cial psychology where sexism dimensions have long been
operationalized with sub-scale questions tested for consis-
tency. To approach dataset creation for on-screen objectifi-
cation, we inspire from these two last works, and on dense
annotation approaches of image datasets recently proposed
for the medical domain [13]. To the best of our knowl-
edge, approaches for sexism detection from visual content
are scarce, and almost none existing for video data. Two
main types of visual content have been considered so far:
hateful or sexist memes [16, 29], and sexist advertisements
[18] which can also relate to symbolic advertisement under-
standing [25, 28].

In films, analysis of biases in gender representation has
been also automated with NLP approaches applied to film
scripts [2, 37]. Specifically, Martinez et al. [37] propose
a RNN-based model to automatically extract agent-verb-
patient triplets. From 912 movie scripts, they show that
male characters are associated with a higher agency while
female characters are more frequently the object of gaze. Su
et al. introduce the more abstract task of trope understand-
ing in movies [52]. Our work is close to this last one as we
also introduce a dataset of films annotated for a higher-level
construct beyond event and story understanding. However,
we provide dense annotations of sequences with constitu-

tive concepts for the high-level construct of character ob-
jectification. Also, while Su et al. exploit an existing online
base contributed to by the community, we design and carry
out a strictly defined annotation process by experts.

In this article, we set out from the concept of male gaze
defined in various ways in film gender studies [9, 36, 41].
Mulvey [41] characterizes the concept of gaze by the three
relations between the camera and the characters, between
the characters, but also between the spectator and the char-
acters. While some formalizations of gaze set out from the
gender of the director [36], Brey defines female and male
gaze only from the film content, with a corpus analysis fo-
cusing on aesthetics [9] and revolving around the construct
of objectification. We consider this gaze analysis of Brey,
which does not significantly rely the socio-historical con-
text of production and reception. We build the operational-
ization objectification in both cinematography and psychol-
ogy, to create the conditions to make a new challenge acces-
sible to the CV community: we produce a strict annotation
process to obtain densely annotated video data and analyze
where the new challenges lie ahead. We generally position
our approach producing a non-large scale but high-quality
dataset that we hope will be useful within the lines of the
call of Paullada et al. for such data-centric AI approaches
[44].

2.3. Approaches to video and movie understanding

Cross-modal foundation models, such as CLIP [45] and
ALIGN [27], learn aligned image and text representa-
tions through contrastive pre-training on large-scale closed
datasets. Generalizations of the CLIP model to video data
have included VideoCLIP [57] and two X-CLIP models
[34, 42]. In particular, X-CLIP [42], which we employ in
this article, expands CLIP with video temporal modeling
and video-adaptive textual prompts.

Legacy and large-scale pre-trained vision-language mod-
els have been leveraged for movie-related tasks. Bose et
al. consider the difficulty of visual scene recognition in
movies due to domain mismatch and create the MovieCLIP
dataset obtained from weakly labeling movie shots from
scene categories using the CLIP model [8]. An important
vision-language movie-related task is audio-description for
the visually-impaired, for which a major dataset introduced
recently is MAD [50], gathering sparse natural language
sentences grounded in over 1200 hours of movie videos.
AutoAD [23] and AutoADII [22] are two recent approaches
to generate audio-description from the video, both leverag-
ing CLIP to learn to prompt GPT. To design approaches
to learn human-level constructs, such as emotions, interac-
tions or relationships, datasets generated with human super-
vision are also instrumental. A prominent representative is
the MovieGraphs dataset, providing detailed annotations of
clips of 51 movies with emotional states, character interac-
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tions and relationships, and other scene reasoning elements
[53]. It has prompted works tackling such recognition tasks
[17, 33]. In this article, we build on the MovieGraphs
dataset to annotate a selection with the construct of objec-
tification, to later analyze it in connection with the other
annotated social elements.

In this article, we aim to assess the capacity of CLIP-
based methods to provide relevant embeddings for the con-
cept of objectification. We do so with a direct evaluation
of classification results when an adapter (MLP) fed by X-
CLIP embeddings is learnt. We analyze the results with
a concept-based approach by building on Concept Bottle-
neck Models (CBM) [31]. Concept-based models are an
active area of research in XAI, with works tackling the
accuracy-explainability tradeoff [60] and the need for user-
defined concepts [58]. We specifically employ Post-hoc
CBM (PCBM) [59], which consists in learning a concept
subspace (made of Concept Activation Vectors [30]) in the
embedding space of the pre-trained model. Data samples
are then projected in this concept subspace, from where the
classification task can be performed with an interpretable
classifier.

3. Data and methods
This section presents our approach to create the first dataset
for visual objectification in videos, specifically in films.
We name this dataset ObyGaze12, short for Objectify-
ingGaze12, which has the following highlights:
• It considers the multiple dimensions of the construct of
visual objectification, made of filmic (framing and editing
over successive shots, camera motion, etc.) and icono-
graphic properties (visible objects, body parts, attire, char-
acter interactions, etc.).
• It is based on a thesaurus articulating five sub-constructs
identified from multidisciplinary literature (film studies and
psychology) from which we define typical instances, then
grouped into coarse-grained visual concepts.
• The data is annotated densely with concepts, and shows
the multi-factorial property of objectification, corroborating
with some recent developments in cognitive psychology [6].
• A hard negative category is included with the goal to per-
form fine-grained error analysis and improve model gener-
alization.

3.1. A thesaurus of objectification

We first formalize the construct of visual objectification and
derive key concepts to annotate in film scenes. Together
with media studies experts, we identify five sub-constructs
of objectification from literature on film cognition and film
gender studies, and social and cognitive psychology: male
gaze (point of view of a man on a woman) [5, 9, 41], sexual-
ization [6, 7], surveillance of the feminine body [11, 14, 40],

female inaction / male possession [20, 48], and infantilism
/ animalization [41].

These sub-constructs come with typical instances and
examples from filmmaking techniques ([9, 41]) or validated
questionnaires ([11, 40]), as shown in the middle and right-
most columns in Table 1. These typical instances are then
grouped into eight coarse-grained visual concepts, corre-
sponding to the possible means of production of visual ob-
jectification. They are shown in the left-most column in Ta-
ble 1: type of shot (framing and gaze of camera), look (gaze
of characters on the other), body (partial or full nudity, and
sexually suggestive body parts), posture (connoting, e.g.,
childhood, submission or inaction), clothing (in relation to
context and activities), appearance (age and makeup), ex-
pression of emotion (restrained or exaggerated according to
gender role), and activities (linked to gender roles). Visual
examples are provided in Fig. 1, where we show video sam-
ples of objectification concepts Look, Posture, Type of shot,
Clothes and Activity.

3.2. Data selection
Over the various existing movie datasets (see Sec. 2 and
[4, 24, 39, 43, 46, 50, 53], [51, Table 1]), many have over-
lapping titles and only a few have rich human supervision.
Amongst these, the MovieGraphs dataset [53] includes rich,
high-level human annotations of 7637 clips of 51 movies,
with emotional states, interactions and relationships, and
other social reasoning elements. These elements are im-
portant and valuable in exploring social concepts of objec-
tification in visual media. These movies are also frequently
adopted for media research in existing work in [4, 24, 39].
The movie clips have also a short duration – mostly within
1-5 minutes – facilitating dense and granular annotations
(over 100 clips for an average 2 hour film) while preserving
the possibility to observe longer-term interactions and story
development across a number of shots. From the 7637 clips
of the MovieGraphs dataset, we select 1914 clips to anno-
tate for objectification, amounting to 25% of the dataset and
12 complete movies, which were selected to approximately
reproduce the fraction of genres in the original dataset. The
list of selected films, year of release, and genre can be found
in Table 3 in Appendix 7.

3.3. Data annotation
Every selected movie is annotated by at least two experts
for objectification level and concepts over the movie scenes.
Specifically, the annotators were asked to repeat a three-
step process for every scene they deemed interesting from
an objectification perspective: (1) watch the movie entirely
and when they identify a scene worth annotating, (2) delimit
the clip by using the cutting function in our annotation tool,
and (3) assigning an objectification level and annotate the
concept(s) involved in the objectification rating. We define
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Table 1. Thesaurus of the typical instances and examples of visual objectification in films, grouped into eight main visual concepts used for
annotation. Examples are possible means to produce one of the five sub-constructs of objectification (male gaze, sexualisation, surveillance
of the feminine body, female inaction/male possession, infantilism/animalisation), to be assessed by annotators.

Concept Concept instances Examples

Type of shot
Shot suggesting man perspective in presence of
woman

close-up on a man’s face; body parts of woman

Shot suggesting man gaze on woman camera takes the perspective of a male character with first close-up on the
face followed by camera motion looking a woman from bottom up

Shot showing a woman in parallel with an animal woman at same level and position with a dog

Look
Voyerism character watching another one without their knowledge
Non-reciprocal gaze woman looking at man who does not look back

Body

Suggested nudity clothing on floor; silhouette behind shower curtain; nude shadow on wall
Partial nudity nude upper or lower body; partially open clothing or draping; in underwear
Full nudity nude person fully or partially shown
Body parts suggestive of sex close-up shots on breast, buttocks, hips, or lips

Posture

Gesture or posture connoting seduction lip-biting; hip roll; twisting or tucking hair
Gesture or posture connoting sexuality eating phallic symbols; arching back
Gesture or posture connoting inaction being undressed by someone
Gesture or posture connoting submission leaning on a man
Gesture or posture connoting dependence following a man
Skipping skipping gait

Clothing

Wet or transparent clothing thin shirt soaked in rain
Clothing impractical to situation wear pumps for running, a skirt when gardening
Color code associated to character woman with pink clothing and accessories
Older woman wearing infantile clothing woman wearing an Alice band or high socks

Appearance Discrepancy between appearance of woman and
context or biographical elements

perfect makeup when waking up; mother of heroine too young; young girl
played by older actress

Exp. of emotion Asymmetric expression of emotion boys don’t cry; woman being hysterical
Activity Doing domestic activities doing laundry, cooking, cleaning, being constantly in the kitchen

four levels of objectification:
• Easy Negative: there are no elements suggestive of ob-

jectification. No concept can be annotated. Default value
for watched but non-selected scenes.

• Hard Negative: the scene contains elements of objecti-
fication from the thesaurus, but their presence does not
result in an objectification effect.

• Not Sure: the scene indicates objectification, but does
not completely fit the definition in the thesaurus.

• Sure: the scene contains elements of objectification from
the thesaurus, and their presence results in an objectifica-
tion effect.
Four expert annotators were recruited to annotate the

dataset. A first presentation session was held to introduce
our annotation tool and the annotation procedure. All four
annotators were then given the same two films – Juno and
Silver Linings Playbook – to annotate using the proposed
methodology. A second meeting was then set up after the
annotation of the two films to analyze the reasons for diver-
gence and remedy them by identify which elements of the
annotation guidelines to clarify and how. We then randomly
assigned two annotators to each of the remaining 10 films
to annotate separately.

Data processing and fusion The data processing is de-
scribed in detail in Appendix 7. Following the annotation
step, the annotations are then projected from the delimi-

tations provided by each annotator onto the delimitations
of the MovieGraphs clips. Since multiple annotations may
overlap the same MovieGraphs clip, the annotation that is
projected on the MovieGraphs clip corresponds to the an-
notation (including objectification level and concepts) with
(1) the highest level of objectification that has at least 20%
overlap with the MovieGraphs clip, and (2) when multiple
annotations exist at the same level of objectification, the an-
notated concepts for these annotations are aggregated. The
same process is used to aggregate the annotations of the an-
notators of a same clip: the maximum objectification level
is kept, with possible aggregation of concepts in case both
annotators chose the same level but annotated different con-
cepts. The merged data is shared and used in the remaining
of this article.

3.4. Analysis of the ObyGaze12 dataset
Here we comment on some interesting statistics of the re-
sulting annotations and concepts of the 1914 clips originally
delimited in the MovieGraphs dataset.

First, we verify data consistency by computing the inter-
annotator agreement (IAA). Given the task of annotating
timespans, we choose the � agreement measure introduced
in [38] (and used for, e.g., annotating text spans [12]) owing
to its consideration of temporal alignment, multiple annota-
tors, and label classification at the same time. It attributes a
score between 1 (complete agreement) and �1. A value of
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�  0 indicates no agreement. The computation details of
the � metric is provided in Appendix 7. Considering all four
categories EN, HN, NS, S, we obtain and average � = 0.42.
Not considering the clips annotated Not Sure (NS), which
is the uncertain and “noisy” class in human annotations, the
IAA increases to � = 0.69. This shows the consistency
of the obtained annotations despite the interpretive nature
of the task. Let us also mention that recent works improve
learning approaches by considering explicitly the IAA in
case of low number of annotators with moderate agreement
[10, 55, 56].

Second, we analyze the obtained annotations in Fig 2.
The Sure category is the least represented with 16%, the
Easy Negative being, as expected, the most represented
class with 52% of clips. It is interesting to note that ev-
ery concept is approximately annotated with the same rate
throughout the Hard Negative, Not Sure and Sure levels of
objectification. Finally, it is very interesting to observe that
the average number of concepts annotated per clip increases
with the level of objectification: 1.26 concepts on average
per Hard Negative clip, 1.71 for Not Sure, up to 2.6 for
Sure. We verify that this trend is observable for every sin-
gle annotator. It gives an important insight into our video
interpretation data: that objectification is a compositional
process. This corroborates with recent findings in neuro-
science experiments that found that a single element, such
as clothing on its own, is not sufficient for people to per-
ceive a character as an object [6].

4. Experiments
The experiments have two objectives: to verify that the new
classification task is feasible, and to identify the challenges
of designing efficient models. To tackle these objectives, we

Figure 2. Distribution of visual factors annotated for each level of
objectification (HN = Hard negative, NS = Not sure, S = Sure).
The percentage of the dataset for each level of objectification as
well as the average number of concepts per clip are also shown.
(Best viewed in colors)

consider pre-trained vision models and specifically address
the following research questions:
• Task accuracy – What are the baseline performances by

pre-trained vision models on the objectification detection
task? How does the performance vary with hard negative
examples?

• Concept representation – Can we implement inter-
pretable models of objectification using concepts? What
is the quality of representation of every concept, and what
are the objectification concepts poorly captured by cur-
rent models?

4.1. Task accuracy

Setup We discard the Not Sure (NS) class from the
ObyGaze12 dataset, as it gathers by definition samples
highly uncertain for humans, and consider the Easy Neg-
ative (EN, 62% of the clip samples), Hard Negative (HN,
19%) and Sure (S, 19%) classes. We approach binary
classification in a progressive way, the positive class being
made of the S samples. We consider two levels of classifi-
cation difficulty by composing the negative class either with
EN samples, or with HN samples. The implementation
details of cross-validation and data balancing are provided
in Appendix 8. The average performance over the test set
of the best models on validation folds are shown in Table 2
with standard deviations.

Baselines We consider video embeddings obtained from
pre-trained models owing to their zero-shot classification
capabilities on video tasks. We select ViViT-B/16 [3], and
the available X-CLIP model, trained on Kinetics [42]. We
also re-train a X-CLIP model [34] on the LSMDC [46] film
dataset, and refer to Appendix 10 for corresponding results,
where all implementation details are described. We keep
the pre-trained models frozen and perform an adaptative
max pooling of the resulting frame tokens, and feed the
output to an MLP made of 2 dense layers, the hidden layer
with 128 neurons and ReLU activations, the last with 2
softmax neurons.

Results To assess the quality of the models on possibly im-
balanced data with a minority of positive samples, we report
the F1-scores in Table 2. First, by comparing with trivial
classifiers (random and an all-positive, see App. 8), we ob-
serve that the task is indeed feasible, warranted by the data
consistency described in Sec. 3 despite the interpretive na-
ture of the task. Second, we observe that the inclusion of
Hard Negative examples improves the classification re-
sults, showing the importance of a fine-grained annotation
for highly-interpretive tasks. Results of X-CLIP on other
configurations, specifically when the movies of clips in test
are different from those in train, are shown in App. 8. The
best results based on existing models are of moderate qual-
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Table 2. F1-score on the binary task of objectification detection
for models trained with easy or with hard negatives and tested on
easy or all negative samples, with standard deviations.

Test EN vs. S (EN U HN) vs. S
Train EN vs. S HN vs. S EN vs. S HN vs. S

ViViT-B/16 0.53 (0.18) 0.62 (0.13) 0.54 (0.24) 0.73 (0.1)
X-CLIP 0.79 (0.05) 0.71 (0.05) 0.66 (0.05) 0.82 (0.03)
Random 0.54 0.55
All positive 0.08 0.06

PCBM-DT 0.68 0.44 0.58 0.38
PCBM-LR 0.64 0.43 0.50 0.37

ity, which calls for more investigation into where the diffi-
culties lie.

4.2. Concept accuracy
To infer on-screen objectification, it is key for the model
to detect the means of its production, which correspond to
the eight concepts listed in Table 1. We reiterate that in
the ObyGaze12 dataset, every clip annotated with a level of
objectification S, NS or HN is also annotated with the pres-
ence of instances of the eight concepts. For example, if the
Body concept is annotated, it means that some level of nu-
dity and/or suggestive body parts are shown on screen, that
could contribute to the production of objectification. The
means of producing objectification through the eight con-
cepts can be subtle to detect, making it difficult to provide
the final interpretation. To investigate this difficulty, we
implement Post-hoc Concept Bottleneck Models (PCBMs)
[59], which allow us to approach a classification task with
pre-trained models in an interpretable way when concept-
annotated data is available. In our case, from the X-CLIP
embedding space where our video clips are represented, we
identify a Concept Activation Vector (CAV) [30] for every
concept. We then project the X-CLIP embedding of every
clip onto the subspace defined by the eight CAVs. The rep-
resentation of the clip that is the output of this bottleneck is
a low-dimensional vector with number-of-concepts compo-
nents. This vector can then be fed to an interpretable classi-
fier for the objectification detection task.

CAV computation For every concept i, we collect two
sets of samples: positive samples where concept i is present,
hence made of S and HN samples with the concept anno-
tated as present, and negative with EN, S and HN without
concept i. We then train a linear SVM for each concept i,
the CAV of concept i being the normal vector of the SVM
hyperplan. To train the SVM, we split the data in 10 folds,
and reserve the last fold for test. We then perform an 8-fold
cross-validation to select the SVM (choice of margin toler-
ance c), every fold training set being balanced with different
draws of negative sub-sampling.

Interpretable classifier We then train a decision tree
(DT) and a logistic regression (LR) classifier on the same
8-fold cross-validation to classify the level of objectifica-
tion, the classifiers being fed with the projection of every
clip onto the CAVs.

Task accuracy with PCBM We first verify the quality
of objectification detection with F1-scores of PCBM-DT
and PCBM-LR shown in Table 2. The results lower
than X-CLIP are expected owing to the known accuracy-
interpretablity tradeoff of CBMs [59, 60]. They are above
random and all-positive predictions when training on EN
vs. S, which is indicative of the relevance of information
held in the concepts. However, the low results obtained
when training the DT and LR to distinguish between S
and HN reveals the low quality of some CAVs, where
the X-CLIP embeddings cannot be linearly well-separated
for these concepts. We investigate this point next. The
resulting DT is discussed in App. 9.

Concept accuracy We now analyze the quality of each
obtained CAV by plotting its capability to classify whether
the concept is present in a test sample. We consider a posi-
tive similarity between the X-CLIP embedding and CAV of
concept i indicative of the presence of concept i. F1-score
on the test set are shown in Fig. 3. Plots correspond to
CAVs obtained from classifying the presence of concept
i against EN only (solid bars) and against EN with S and
HN without concept i (hatched bars). The former is used
for PCBM-DT in Table 2. We first observe that concept
detection is harder when negative samples also include S
and HN samples (without the concept). This is expected
considering that scenes tagged EN have by definition no
element possibly conducive to objectification, and are
hence likely to differ visually more from scenes where the
concept is present, than do S and HN scenes without the
concept. However within S and HN clips with and without
the concept, such shortcuts cannot be exploited anymore.
We observe in this case that the X-CLIP embedding
related to concepts Type of shot, Posture, Look and
Appearance are harder to separate linearly. This can be
correlated with the analysis of factors of error detailed next.
These subtler means of on-screen objectification therefore
warrant future work to be properly captured and detected.

Error Analysis We analyze the factors impacting objec-
tification classification errors corresponding to the results
shown in Table 2. We select an average X-CLIP-based
adaptation model trained on HN vs. S and tested on
(ENUHN) vs. S, and consider its predictions on the clips
in the test set. We label each test clip with 0 if the model
fails to predict the correct label of the clip, and with 1 oth-
erwise. We describe the clip with a one-hot encoding vector
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Figure 3. For every concept, F1-score of the best linear SVM se-
lected to define the CAV of this concept. Positive samples (S and
HN with the concept) must be separated from: [non-hatched bars]
negative samples made of EN only, or [hatched bars] negative sam-
ples made of EN and S and HN without the concept.

corresponding to all 11 factors shown the y-axis of Fig. 4:
every of the 8 concepts, and the Sure (S), Hard negative
(HN) and Easy negative (EN) labels. We then train a lo-
gistic regression model on these clip descriptors to predict
the failure/success labels. Fig. 4 shows the error regression
weights associated with each factor, for two film examples.
A negative weight indicates a contribution of the factor to
a classification failure. We first observe that the HN char-
acteristic contributes to a classification failure of the model,
while S and EN contribute to classification success. Sec-
ond, we observe that there is variability over the movies on
the presence of which concept strongly influences the clas-
sification success. However, the presence of the Clothing
concept seems to be a strong confounder. This can be due
to the frequency of appearance of this concept in HN sam-
ples, and to the subtlety of the description of this concept
(provided in Table 1), which should make it difficult for
a pre-trained model to discriminate between an objectify-
ing and non-objectifying overall label on the basis of Cloth-
ing. Third, it is worth noting that the concepts shown to be
poorly linearly separable when described with the X-CLIP
embeddings (see CAV analysis in Sec. 4.2), are also those
with a non-stable contribution to the model errors over the
film examples: Type of shot, Look, Posture and Appearance.

5. Discussion
Ethical aspect This work has an explicit societal motiva-
tion in its purpose to tackle, with the help of AI, the analysis
of complex temporal patterns operated in cinema that pro-

Figure 4. Analysis of the factors of error for the objectification
detection task: weights of a logistic regressor predicting whether
the test set examples are well classified or not. Positive (resp. neg-
ative) weights indicate a positive (resp. negative) contribution to
classification success. Left: As good as it gets, Right: Up in the
Air.

duce the perception of certain characters as objects. This
is a challenging but valuable task that aims to uncover and
quantify differences in how various identities may be por-
trayed on screen.

Limitations and challenges A distinctive element of our
work is the subjective judgement involved in annotating
granular video elements for objectification. Video annota-
tion is tedious, and approaching data annotation for such
an interpretive task in a rigorous way is even more so, and
difficult to scale. We therefore believe that pursuing high-
quality, dense annotations with well-defined concepts goes
a long way to tackle this new video interpretation task,
which represents a valuable new challenge for the computer
vision community.

6. Conclusion
In this article, we have introduced a new video interpre-
tation task to detect character objectification in films. We
have introduced the ObyGaze12 dataset, densely annotated
by experts for objectification concepts defined from five
sub-constructs identified in film studies and psychology.
ObyGaze12 is made available to the community. We eval-
uate recent vision models, show the feasibility of the task
and where the challenges remain with concept bottleneck
models. We show that the representation learning of the
concepts of Type of shot, Look, Posture and Appearance
need to be improved.
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